
With both a Bachelors and Masters degree in 
International Business and Marketing, being a 
designer was not the first career choice for Susanne 
Nielsen, founder and designer of Danish lighting 
brand Ebb & Flow.
For more than 20 years her career centered 
around international trade, marketing and concept 
development within the fashion and home 
accessories industries. Based in London for many 
years, she returned to Denmark in 2009 to set up her 
own business, bringing with her a passion for interior 
design and the beauty found in the traditional glass 
and crystal craft traditions.
The result was initially Who Found Otto, the 
forerunner to Ebb & Flow, that specialised in vintage 
furniture, glass and textiles.
In 2013, she founded Ebb & Flow and her lamp 
designs are rooted in the fascination and love of 
combining vintage with modern, thereby creating 
unique enduring design. 
“Everyone is a product of their experiences and 
where they come from, and in my case, it is an 
amalgamation of Danish simplicity, and the love of no 
excess, combined with a handsome dose of British 
eccentricity, of colour and texture. I strive to satisfy 
both urges in my designs, simple lines with fabulous 
colours.”
Winner of the Iconic Awards 2020 – Innovative 
Interior Competition, the idea behind the Horizon 

ceiling / wall lamp, was to design a fixture that was 
both incredibly functional and at the same time 
beautiful and versatile. Originally conceived as a 
pendant, its flat, wide shape also lent itself to being 
transformed into a ceiling and wall lamp.
Taking just under a year from initial drawing to 
finished product, the biggest hurdle for Susanne and 
her team to overcome was the metal cap that covers 
the front of the lamp and which proved a technical 
challenge for Ebb & Flow’s metal parts supplier. “The 
cap is round and curved in shape and needed to be 
detachable on and off the glass shade without it 
breaking,” Nielsen tells darc. 
Mouthblown in three sizes and fifteen colours, 
combined with shiny gold or silver finished metal, the 
glass fixture uses conventional E14 and E27 fittings 
and LED lamps.
“The design is perfect for ceilings and walls both in 
public spaces and private homes alike,” adds Nielsen. 
“It can be used to great creative effect in order to 
make a feature or collage on a wall or ceiling – using 
varying size and colour options.
“Its most striking feature is its timeless design appeal, 
as well as the combination of functionality with great 
looks. You really can find a colour and size to fit 
almost all situations. 
“If I had to describe the product in three words, I 
would simply say - Functional, beautiful and versatile.”
ebbandflow.dk
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